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Ostrom n’ Myself - A Tribute to Lin Ostrom  

 

‘O n’ M’ is a common language used in resource/infrastructure management for ‘operation and 

maintenance’. I use it as a metaphor for Lin Ostrom’s operationalizing the SES Framework and 

my promise for maintaining the legacy of it.  

 

My association with Lin began when my current supervisor Jacko van Ast suggested reading 

about IAD after he read my draft research proposal. My research is on governing the urban lake 

systems in India. Within a month, at a PhD workshop at TU Delft Rolf Kunneke suggested that 

SES Framework is meant for my kind of research. Since 2009, Lin and her works are part of my 

everyday life.  

 

Year after, I met Lin (first time) at 13
th

 International Annual Conference on 

the Economics of Infrastructures at TU Delft, where she was felicitated for 

her Nobel Prize in Economics alongside Williamson. I didn’t miss the 

opportunity to discuss my little research interest with Lin. Despite being on 

the spotlight and busy with big engagements, she was humble and patient 

to answer my queries on IAD-SES framework.  
 

 

The excitement about Lin 

grew when I first received an 

email response from her 

within twenty four hours. She 

made my life temporarily easy 

by clarifying that, “IAD is 

now encompassed within the 

SES framework, so instead of 

two different frameworks- 

there is primarily one now.”  

She also asked if I communicated with Carol Buszkiewicz for visiting scholar program. I didn’t 

miss the opportunity to write to Carol. Fall 2011! I was a visiting scholar at the Workshop. It 

was almost like a dream come true.  

 

 

The Workshop’s physical settings, the rules, the community 

attributes were just perfect for me to dig more into my research 

(action situation) including, understanding Lin and Workshoppers 

works. There were several opportunities to interact with her, which 

I did not ‘honestly’ expect. Our dinner at Siam’s House was all 

about discussion on study of urban lakes in India. I was thrilled! 
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At the weekly colloquium, my presentation was on the preliminary 

analyses of the current urban lake governance at Jaipur, Bhopal, 

Hyderabad, and Ahmedabad. I used the IAD framework. Interestingly, 

Lin had written remarks/suggestions on almost every paragraph of my 

paper. When I met her to discuss, I was amazed to find that she was 

thorough with my paper. She suggested trying the SES framework.  

 

At the dinner of TU Delft conference, 

when I asked Lin about, ‘secret of her 

liveliness’, she promptly replied, “Sun 

Salutation till I could”. I jumped out of 

my chair, being a believer of Yog. To 

initiate Yog practice at the Workshop, I 

developed the Yog framework based on 

IAD. Lin was one the yog students until 

the time she became ill. The yog 

sessions at the library together are 

sweet memories! Oh, she and her mat! 
 

 

The mini-conference was an interesting time of the Workshop. Lin 

had built the pressure about it from beginning of the semester. I 

animated an action situation of Mansagar Lake Governance at Jaipur. 

I used the SES framework. The two days of exchange of ideas in her 

presence is unforgettable. Something special in her communication, 

that will keep me motivated about my research for long time. No 

doubt! The Workshop time was the best time of my PhD.   

 

 

 

I met Lin at the Planet under Pressure 

Conference in London in March 2012. 

We discussed at length over my final 

research analyses. I had sent my paper 

in advance to her and she sent her 

comments two days before we met. The 

discussion with her and her comments 

are so precious part of my 

understanding of SES framework. It 

was inspiring to learn how she devoted 

herself for scholarly works, despite 

knowing about her growing illness. 
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It was my last meeting and last email 

exchange with Lin about my research. 

I’ll cherish them forever. 

 

The future generations of scholars interested in ‘commons’ and 

‘governance’ will not miss to refer to Lin’s works on past generations 

of those who managed to govern their commons sustainably. She 

showed the way to think differently beyond the panaceas. She is a true 

reflection of humble scholar and enthusiastic knowledge seeker, who 

was tough in contestations yet open for suggestions. It is certainly a 

privilege to know Lin Ostrom as a mentor and as a human being. 

 
‘Improving irrigation governance 

and management in Nepal, 2002’ 

was a farewell gift by Lin. Indeed 

autographed by her! 
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